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Fragments produced in binary splits of an excited projectile-like fragment (PLF∗) formed in the
reactions 124Xe + 112,124Sn at an incident energy of 50 MeV/A are examined. The dependence
of the isotopic composition of light fragments (4≤ZL≤8) on rotation angle allows one to explore
changes in N/Z on the timescale of the rotational period of the PLF∗. Changes in the N/Z of the
fragments persist for times as long as 2-3 zs (600-900 fm/c). The two component nature of the
time dependence of 〈N〉/Z for ZL=4 and the Z dependence are related to differences in the initial
configurations and subsequent decay of the PLF∗.

PACS numbers: 25.70.Mn, 25.70.Lm, 21.65.Ef

The density dependence of the nuclear symmetry en-
ergy impacts a broad range of phenomena from the com-
position of a neutron star crust to the formation of heavy
elements in a supernova explosion [1–3]. One probe of
the density dependence of the nuclear symmetry energy
is the preferential transport of neutrons from regions of
high density to regions of low density [4, 5]. On general
grounds probing this density dependence is favored by ex-
amining a system that is sufficiently long lived to sense
the underlying density-dependent potential. The dinu-
clear systems formed in strongly damped collisions of two
heavy-ions, either N/Z symmetric [6] or N/Z asymmet-
ric [7], present such an opportunity. While neutron and
proton transport in strongly damped collisions has been
the focus of several investigations in the 1980’s [8, 9], the
density dependence of the underlying potential was not
considered. To establish the characteristic timescale of
N/Z equilibration, we therefore focus in this initial work
on examining systems which are sufficiently long lived.

Peripheral collision of the projectile and target nuclei
at intermediate energies results in the formation of an ex-
cited, transiently deformed projectile-like fragment, de-
noted the PLF*, which can subsequently decay into two
or more large fragments [10–14]. This decay mode is
reminiscent of low-energy fission modified by the colli-
sion dynamics. Governed by its spin and lifetime, the
decaying PLF* exhibits a characteristic angular distri-
bution. Aligned breakup occurs with characteristic cor-
relations between the size and velocity of the fragments
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[12], on the timescale of ≈300 fm/c [13, 15, 16]. It is
reasonable to assume that since regions of low and high
density exist during the collision phase, that these regions
persist and continue to equilibrate during this secondary
stage. In this work we examine for the simplest case
of binary decay of the projectile-like fragment, whether
N/Z equilibration occurs after the initial separation of
the projectile-like and target-like fragments. Moreover,
using the rotational period of the projectile-like fragment
as a clock, we extract the timescale for N/Z equilibration.

The experiment was conducted at the GANIL facility
in Caen, France, where beams of 124,136Xe ions acceler-
ated to E/A = 50 MeV impinged on 112,124Sn targets 800
µg/cm2 thick with an average beam intensity of ≈108

p/s. The experimental details of the experiment have
been previously published [16] and are summarized be-
low for completeness. Charged products of the reaction
were identified by the array FIRST [17],which subtended
the angular range 3◦ ≤ θlab ≤ 14◦. The forward telescope
in FIRST spanned the angular range 3◦ ≤ θlab ≤ 7◦ and
provided identification by atomic number of all products
up to Z=55 and isotopic information for Z ≤ 14. The
larger angle telescope in FIRST provided Z identification
for Z ≤ 24 and A identification for Z ≤ 8. The high seg-
mentation of FIRST provided an angular resolution of
±0.05◦(3◦ ≤ θlab ≤ 7◦) and ±0.44◦(7◦ ≤ θlab ≤ 14◦) in
polar angle and ±11.25◦ in azimuthal angle. The energy
resolution obtained was approximately 1%.

To focus on binary decays, events were selected in
which two fragments (Z ≥ 4) were detected within the
laboratory angular range 3◦ ≤ θlab ≤ 14◦. The two frag-
ments were distinguished by their atomic number, with
the larger (smaller) atomic fragment designated as ZH

(ZL). In addition, in order to ensure that the PLF∗ un-
der investigation comprised a large fraction of the initial
projectile, events selected were required to have ZH > 20.
Selection of these events corresponds to approximately
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The angular distribution of binary
splits (ZL-ZH) for ZL=4, representative of other fragments,
is shown. Data for the 124Xe + 112Sn and 124Xe + 124Sn
systems are represented by the black, solid and red, dashed
histograms respectively.

20% of the measured yield in which one fragment with
Z>20 was detected. In contrast to previous work [16], as
we are interested in using the rotation of the PLF* as a
clock, we extend our analysis from the angular range 3◦

≤ θlab ≤ 7◦ to a broader angular range of 3◦ ≤ θlab ≤
14◦.
A simple characteristic quantity for defining the binary

decay is the angle between the direction of the two frag-
ments center-of-mass velocity, vc.m. and their relative ve-
locity, vREL [11, 16]. We construct this angle α, as indi-
cated within the inset of Fig. 1, with the relative velocity
vector, vREL, defined as vREL=vH-vL. Consequently,
aligned decays with ZL emitted backward (forward) of
ZH correspond to cos(α) = 1 (-1). Momentum correla-
tions observed between ZH and ZL reveal that these two
fragments originate from a common parent [16]. This
parent nuclear system comprised of ZH and ZL is desig-
nated as the PLF*. Previous studies have demonstrated
that the PLF* is an elongated, rapidly rotating transient
system which subsequently decays [11, 15, 18, 19].
A defining feature of the binary decay of the PLF*

at intermediate energies is the enhancement in yield for
backward emission from the PLF* relative to forward
emission [10, 11, 20]. In Fig. 1 we present the angu-
lar distributions for ZL= 4 within the angular range of
this analysis. Data for the 124Xe + 112Sn system is repre-
sented by the black solid line histogram. The angular dis-
tribution presented is markedly asymmetric with a large
enhancement in yield for backward emission (cos(α)=1).
Moreover, this yield enhancement in the backward direc-
tion is also characterized by a narrow peak, indicating a
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FIG. 2: Panel (a-d) Isotopic composition for different ZL frag-
ments in the 124Xe + 112Sn system (closed symbols) and 124Xe
+ 124Sn system (open symbols) as a function of their decay
angle.

strong alignment of vREL relative to vc.m.. While both
the yield enhancement and the alignment decrease as ZL

increases, they persist up to ZL = 18. Also shown in
Fig. 1 is the angular distribution for the 124Xe + 124Sn
system indicated by the dashed red histogram. The dis-
tribution for the 124Sn target has been area normalized
in the range -1 ≤ cos(α) ≤ 0 to the 112Sn target data.
With this normalization it is observed that the angular
distributions for the two targets are virtually identical.
In effect the two targets manifest the same yield enhance-
ment as a function of angle. We therefore do not observe
a dependence of the backward emission probability on
the target composition. This result is in contrast to pub-
lished results for dynamical emission in Sn+Ni reactions
[21]. In the case of the Sn+Ni reactions however both the
N/Z of the target and the projectile were simultaneously
varied.
Depicted in Fig. 2 is the angular dependence of the

isotopic composition of different elements. A clear trend
is evident for all ZL shown in Fig. 2. For all fragments
emitted at backward angles, an enhancement in 〈N〉/Z
is observed as compared to the forward direction (-1 ≤
cos(α) ≤ 0). This enhancement is most striking for ZL =
4. For the case of ZL = 4, at the most backward angles
one observes that 〈N〉/Z is enhanced relative to the for-
ward direction by 7%. As the rotation angle increases,
this enhancement in 〈N〉/Z decreases monotonically. For
ZL > 4, while an enhancement is still observed, the mag-
nitude of the enhancement is smaller than for ZL = 4.
The 〈N〉/Z values observed for forward emission are con-
sistent with values previously observed in projectile frag-
mentation studies at 600 MeV/A [22]. Data for the 124Xe
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Left column: Dependence of 〈N〉/Z on
vREL for ZL=4,6, and 8 in the four angular ranges. Lines
serve to guide the eye. Right column: Distributions of vREL

for the indicated fragments in the angular ranges indicated.

+ 124Sn system (open symbols) manifests a similar en-
hancement as did the 124Xe + 112Sn system (closed sym-
bols). For the neutron-rich 124Sn target, slightly larger
values of 〈N〉/Z are observed for most fragments, particu-
larly ZL=4. Although changing the target from 112Sn to
124Sn corresponds to an increase of ≈20% in N/Z, only
a relatively small enhancement is observed for the 〈N〉/Z
of the fragments. The similarity of the two systems sug-
gests that the neutron content of the target does not play
a dominant role in either the yield (Fig. 1) or the compo-
sition, 〈N〉/Z, of the fragments emitted backward in the
decay of the PLF*.

Before utilizing the rotation angle as a clock to extract
the time dependence for 〈N〉/Z, it is necessary to consider
other factors that might influence the evolution of N/Z.
While short-lived dynamical decays preferentially pop-
ulate backward angles, α<90◦, as compared to forward
angles, α>90◦, decays that are long-lived compared to
the rotational period of the PLF* are more isotropic in
character. As dynamical decays are characterized by a
larger relative velocity as compared to a Coulomb domi-
nated picture [10, 11], we decided to investigate whether
there is an association between 〈N〉/Z and vREL for dif-
ferent angular cuts. The results are presented in the left-
hand column of Fig. 3. For fragments with ZL=4, 6,
and 8 selected on four angular ranges in α, the depen-

dence of 〈N〉/Z on vREL is depicted. For forward emis-
sion, 90◦≤α<180◦, denoted by the black symbols, 〈N〉/Z
decreases as vREL increases. This trend, observed for
all 4≤ZL≤8, is qualitatively consistent with a Coulomb
effect in which neutron-deficient isotopes of a particu-
lar element acquire a larger velocity from an emitting
source due to their lower mass [23]. In marked contrast
to this trend is the overall trend observed for backward
emission, α<90◦. In this case, the 〈N〉/Z decreases with
decreasing vREL. It is noteworthy that different angu-
lar cuts in this range follow a similar dependence. As
the Coulomb effect observed for forward emission is also
expected to be present for backward emission, though
possibly with a reduced magnitude, the observed 〈N〉/Z
at a given vREL represents a lower limit for the 〈N〉/Z.
The lone data point that violates this trend is for ZL=4
and 66◦≤α<90◦ with vREL ≈ 2 cm/ns. For reference the
N/Z=1.3 of the projectile is shown as an arrow in the fig-
ure. To indicate the relative yield associated with each
of the angular cuts, the distribution of vREL for each an-
gular cut is shown in the right-hand column of Fig. 3. A
significant yield is observed for each of the cases, indicat-
ing the trends observed are not for rare events.

Within a simple picture the fission-like binary decay
of the PLF* is governed by a rotational frequency and a
lifetime. Thus, for a given rotational frequency a specific
angle can be related to a specific time. The rotational
frequency for the dinuclear PLF* complex was taken to
be linear with Z for ZL = 4-8 in the range of 0.7-0.6
x 1021rad/s. This rotational frequency was taken from
prior experimental analyses for similar systems and cor-
responds to a rotational angular momentum of the din-
uclear PLF* complex of ℓ≈40 ~ [15]. The moment of
inertia of the dinuclear complex is taken to be that of
two touching ellipsoids with a value of 0.6 for the ratio
of the minor to major axes [15].

In order to relate the observed dependence of 〈N〉/Z
on vREL to a dependence on time, we examined the re-
lationship between vREL and cos(α). For ZL=4, the av-
erage vREL decreases monotonically from 3.7 cm/ns for
the most backward decays to ≈ 1.5 cm/ns for transverse
decays. A similar dependence is observed for other ZL.
The dependence of 〈vREL〉 on cos(α) was parametrized
for each ZL.

The resulting dependence of 〈N〉/Z on time is shown in
Fig. 4. The timescale is expressed in zeptoseconds (1zs =
1x10−21s) with the longest times extracted corresponding
to a quarter rotation of the PLF∗. The observation that
N/Z equilibration between ZH and ZL persists up to 3
zs (900 fm/c) indicates the slow nature of this equilibra-
tion process. These observed timescales are longer than
those previously published [16] due to the larger angu-
lar acceptance of the present analysis. For ZL=4 a clear
trend is observed with 〈N〉/Z decreasing from ≈1.31 at
the shortest times to ≈1.24 at the longest times. Closer
examination of the data for ZL=4 reveals a hint of two
timescales. The most aligned decays 0◦≤α<37◦ exhibit
a more rapid decrease with time than decays in the an-
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Dependence of the 〈N〉/Z on time for
4 ≤ ZL ≤ 8. See text for details.

gular range 37◦≤α<66◦. To make the observed trend
more evident, we have performed a linear fit to the mea-
sured data in two time intervals, 0≤t≤1 zs and t≥0.5 zs.
The resulting fits are shown as dashed lines in the figure.
While a similar overall trend is observed for ZL=8 frag-
ments, the change in 〈N〉/Z for both short and long times
is comparable. Although a similar overall behavior is ob-
served for fragments with ZL=5 and 6, in these cases the
trend is somewhat less clear cut. In particular, the trend
for these latter fragments depends more heavily on the
large 〈N〉/Z at the shortest times. Considering the clear
trends evident for ZL=4 and 8 however, it is reasonable
to presume an overall decrease in 〈N〉/Z as time increases
for fragments with 4≤ZL≤8.

These results can be understood within the follow-
ing physical scenario. Peripheral collision of the pro-
jectile and target nuclei results in a deformed, rotating
projectile-like fragment which can subsequently undergo
a fission-like decay. From this perspective, the two im-
portant configurations (and the corresponding moments
in time) are the saddle point and the scission point on
a potential energy surface. The abscissa in such a po-
tential energy diagram is a reaction coordinate that can
be related to an elongation parameter of the configura-
tion. A long fission time scale has been inferred from the
measured multiplicities of pre-scission neutrons in fusion-
fission reactions [24]. Within the context of a statistical
model [25, 26], these long fission time scales can be in-
terpreted as due to strongly overdamped motion as the
system evolves towards scission. While we do not know
a priori the initial configuration of the PLF∗, for a given
rotation angle α, a distribution of initial configurations
exists. Some configurations are stretched with less over-

lap of the emerging ZL and ZH fragments, i.e. closer
to scission. Other initial configurations are more com-
pact shapes with a larger overlap of the two emerging
nuclei. The latter configurations are closer to the saddle
point of the decaying system. It is reasonable to assume
that the more stretched configurations proceed to scis-
sion more quickly, hence undergo only a small rotation
of the PLF∗ system. In contrast, the more compact con-
figurations, with a larger distance from the initial config-
uration to scission to traverse (in elongation parameter),
survive for longer and consequently experience a larger
degree of rotation. The two timescale nature for the
ZL=4 fragments suggests that for these fragments per-
haps a bimodal set of initial configurations exists both
those that are stretched, as well as those that are com-
pact. In contrast, for ZL=8 fragments the distribution
of initial configurations is more homogeneous and favors
more compact distributions. This physical picture is con-
sistent with an earlier work [16] which deduced that heav-
ier fragments such as ZL=8 were associated with initial
configurations closer to the saddle than to scission than
in the case for light fragments (ZL=4). These prior con-
clusions were based only upon the degree of alignment of
the decaying system and a more limited angular range.

Two principal factors influence the evolution of 〈N〉/Z
with time. The first factor is any initial N/Z asymmetry
between the nascent ZH and ZL fragments, while the sec-
ond factor is the existence of a low-density region in the
middle of the dinuclear system combined with a density-
dependent symmetry energy. It has previously been es-
tablished that a net preferential flow of neutrons to low
density occurs for a system initially symmetric in both
A and N/Z [6]. Whether the observed decrease of 〈N〉/Z
with time for a given ZL is due to preferential neutron
transport to the low-density region, exchange with the
normal-density ZH fragment, or neutron emission as the
descent from initial configuration to scission occurs, is
presently unclear. Isotopic identification of both the ZH

and ZL fragments together with measurement of free neu-
trons could resolve this ambiguity.

We have established that fragments produced in the
dynamical binary breakup of a PLF∗ exhibit a correla-
tion of their 〈N〉/Z with rotation angle. Moreover, the
isotopic composition of light fragments emitted backward
and forward in the decay of the PLF∗ manifests a differ-
ent vREL dependence. The trend of decreasing 〈N〉/Z
with increasing vREL for forward emission can be qual-
itatively understood as a Coulomb effect. In contrast,
backward decays manifest the opposite trend, namely
a decreasing 〈N〉/Z with decreasing vREL. Within the
uncertainty of the measurement, the magnitude of this
trend is the same for all angular cuts. The extracted
time dependence of 〈N〉/Z reveals that the composition
of ZL continues to decrease for times as long as 2-3 zs
(600-900 fm/c). The continuous evolution of 〈N〉/Z on
such long timescale is only accessible because of the rel-
atively long-lived dinuclear complex. Differences in the
time dependence of 〈N〉/Z for ZL=4 and ZL=8 fragments
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may be related to differences in the initial dinuclear con-
figurations and their lifetime. This result suggests that
damped reactions at low energy radioactive beam facili-
ties may present new opportunities in studying the den-
sity dependence of the nuclear symmetry energy.
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